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Contents:
1. introduction,
2. *fLov(F)o jwvvg
impossible, 3. *UfL-wvvg impossible, 4. *s~H 3 nogh-, date,S.
OVOfLU,vwvvfL(v)os, 6. oowv,
vwo6s, 7. Arm. elungn.
1. The phrase fLWVVXES i7T7TO~is a typical specimen of a Homeric formula, occurring eight times in the Iliad, in the accusative (plural) twentyfive times in the Iliad, once in the Odyssey (0 46), always at the end of
the verse, that is after the bucolic caesura. It is not embedded in greater
formulas, the only thing that may be remarked being that it is often
preceded by a verb form of two short syllables, thus filling the space
between the hephthemimeres and the bucolic caesura (where such a
verb form is often found; here we have EXE eight times and TpU7TE, Tp/'7TE
and AUE once each).
Homeric formulas may be very old phrases, though they need not be
so. In our case the word fLwvvg backs this claim, since its formation is
not clear and therefore is probably old. I think it is unique; the present
pages are to demonstrate this.
2. It is generally held that fLwvvg means' with a single, i.e. uncloven,
hoof'. There are two explanations of the form. The first is that it contained fLOV(O)- and ovvg and was shortened by haplology. An objection is
that *fLovovvg could only have given *fLovvg, while *fLovwvvg (with compositional lengthening of the first element of the second member, of the
type oVU-WVVfLOS) would also have given *fLovvg. For if there are no other
consonants between the two identical ones (affected by haplology), the
vowel after the first consonant is thrown out (d. dpif>(tif»OpEVS, ~fL(tfL)/'OtfLvov, KEAUtV(OV)Eif>~S); the only instance comparable with the one supposed
here (*fLovwvvg
fLwvvg) I can find in SCHWYZEI{,
Griech. Gramm. 1.263,
Tpt{3wAETEp « *Tpt{3oAWA-), is entirely unreliable (see LSJ). Also a final
*fLovvg would have been backed by fLOv- : the word would have been more
easy to understand than fLwvvg. Then, the first syllable is only rarely
affected by haplology (" zur Seltenheit ", SCHWYZER,
262 ; no example is
given). Finally, even when fLwvvg would have been the regular result of
haplology, one would expect that the form would have been protected
against haplology, because it would have become entirely isolated (as it
is indeed) and therefore incomprehensible.
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Moreover, because fLwvvt most probably belongs to the older elements
in the Iliad, we would have to start from *fLovF-~vvX-' Haplology affects
only identical consonants, i.e. in the case of groups either the whole
group (TE'Tp(6}jp)dXfLOV) or part of it (dfL<f>(upjOPE1)S).When applied mathematically, this would have resulted here in *fLovFvX- (or *fLoFvvX= *fLovvvX- ??). Frem this form only *fLovvvX- can be expected, a form
that would undoubtedly have been preserved by analogy of fLoVVOS
(and would not have been changed into fLWVVX-, for which there would
have been no basis). But in my opinion haplology would not have operated at all in such a sequence. (From *fLovF-ovvX*fLOVVOVVX- too only
*fLovvvX- is to be expected - by the rules of haplology discussed above
and by analogy of fLoVVOS-, but it is impossible that the F was already
lost and that afterwards haplology would have occurred before the
word was incorporated in our formula.) For *fLovF-ovvx-, then, haplology
is even less probable than when the basic form would have been *fLov-
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Essential is to my mind the objection (found in FRISK'S Griech. Etym.
s.v.) that one would have expected olo- instead of fLovo- in
this early compound (for which he refers to SCHWYZER,Gr. Gr. 1.433
n. 3). Homer indeed has no compounds with fLovo- over against oloXlTWV
(t 489; fLovoXlTWV Arist.) and olo17"ol..os(N 473 P 54, both XWplp Jv olo17"Ol..ip,
T 377 Q 64 I.. 574) (I).
These two objections are enough to discard this explanation.
3. Once more DESAUSSURE
devined the right way to solve the problem.
He thought (M emoire sur le systeme primitif
des voyeUes dans les langues
indo-europeennes
(Leipzig 1878), p. 285 = Recueil 266) it contained as
first element *sm-, the zero grade of *sem- 'one', found in E[S, Lat.
semel etc. The form as a whole is explained as *sm-wvvt,
that is with
compositional lengthening.
Now there is the same objection to this as to the explanation of the
negative adjectives with VYj-, va.-, vW-, e.g. VYjI..E~S,from *n-iile1:f- (dMofLat). There the problem is that we have no evidence for a consonantal
*n- (the negative element) in composition (see for a full discussion
The Development
of the PIE Laryngeals
in Greek, p. 104), here we have
the same problem in that there is no evidence for consonantal (nonsyllabic) *sm- in compounds. This is, I think, what FRISK means, when
he says *UfL-wvvt "muss uralt sein und sagar wie fL-la (arm. mil in
vorgriechische Zeit zurtickgehen, was nicht besonders wahrscheinlich
Wiirterb.

(I) In Mycenaean we have 010- in owowe [oiwowes] • with a single handle',
a
form of I'-0vo, is evidently meant with the abbreviation mo (always with the numeral
I). which stands in opposition to ze [zeugos] • pair '. This confirms the conclusion
drawn from the evidence of the oldest classical language, viz. that not I'-0VO, but
only 010- occurs in composition, but the material is, of course, too limited to allow
any conclusions.
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st". This can only mean that we have no evidence for consonantal
*sm- in Greek but for p..ta. The syllabic form *Sw- is of course well known
in Greek from a7Ta~ (:i7TAoos. Our form, however, cannot be compared
with p..ta, since this is not a compound (it is therefore no exception to
the rule that compounds must have *Sw-). This objection may seem
rather trivial, in fact it means that the explanation in this form cannot be
correct. A reconstruction *sW-ovvxis not possible either, since this
would have given *dp..ovvX- (d. dp..apT~, which probably contains *swbefore a syllabic sound).
4. The solution of the problem is to my mind the same as for the negative adjectives. These must continue, e.g. *1J--H2ley-es, i.e. they must
have had a vocalic *1J-- followed by a (consonantal) laryngeal before
consonant. Combined with the three laryngeals this *1J-- gave, *1J--HrC) vTJC- (V'ljYP€TOS, vTJA€~s 'pitiless '), *1J--H2C- > vuC- (lon.-Att. vTJC- in
VTJKOVUTEW, vTJA€~s 'unavoidable',
VTJp..€PT~S etc.), *1J--H aC- > vwC- (a
sure case is only Myc. nopereha
[nophelehaJ
'useless'
(neuter plur.),
which appears in a younger form in dvw</>€A~s Soph.). The same developments are found, mostly with other resonants, in the zero grades of the
disyllabic roots, e.g. f3ATJTOS *gl'lHrtos,
-KpUTOS *-krH2tos, 7TE7TpWTaL
< *pe-PrHa-(toi). In the same way p..wvv~ can be explained, and only so,
as *SW-H anogh- ; for ovv~ see my Development,
p. 47. FRISK'S objection
that *up..-wvv~ must be very ancient does not hold for our interpretation:
Greek certainly used *SW- when it was a separate language, and it
certainly had preserved the three laryngeals as such, since the above
developments are only found in Greek. It is then quite possible that
(only) Greek formed *sW-Hanogh() p..CJVv~), though it must have been
at an early date in its history; it must be pre-Mycenaean, since here
there is no trace of the laryngeals as such: they appear everywhere in
the forms known from the classical language. If the word was coined for
the epic idiom, it would testify to a very early beginning of the epic
tradition, but this conclusion, of course, is by no means sure.
5· I may add here a few remarks on vwvvp..(v)os and the etymology
of ovop..a. I withdraw my conclusions, Development
47 and 229f., where
I defended an original form *enH a-m1J-. I build my interpretation on the
fact that ovop..a
*€vop..a (as opo</>os
*€po</>os beside €PE</>W
; the €- is
found in Laconian forms) beside Armenian anun points to initiallaryngeal, and further on Tach. A nom B nem. Against the laryngeal tells
only the lack of lengthening in Vedic, which to my mind is not decisive.
The Tocharian forms most probably point to *-nem- (so KRAUSE-THOMAS,
Tach. Elementarbuch,
p. 57). VAN WINDEKENS,Orbis 18 (1969) 167-72,
compared A [jam B [jem ' one '. Here, as in nom Inem, the original vowel
must be e or e, because the preceding consonants are palatalised (I).
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Evid. 202, supposes the palatalization of nom /nem was due to the
Hr. This idea, however, is by no means proved. Beside the word for

WINTER,

preceding

<

It cannot have been e (giving A a B a fa), so it must have been e, which
gives A aBe;
A a was probably changed into 0 before labials.
This group *-nem- cannot have had H3, nor HI> because of Goth.
namo, which presupposes *-nom-. We then have *HInem-,
*HInom(Skt. nama, Lat. nomen, OFr. nomia, OHG be-nuomen), *HInom- (OVOfLu,
Goth. namo) beside *HI1Jm-(e)n(Olr. ainm, OCS img; OPr. emmens?,
Alb. emen ?) and perhaps *HIenm-(e)n(OPr. em mens ?, Alb. emen ?).
I refrain from a reconstruction of the paradigm: we simply do not
know enough about its history, especially, I think, in the case of
neuters.
The adjective vWvv/1.(v)os cannot represent *1J-HInom( n )-, since this
would have resulted in *V'Y]VVfL(V)-.It must then be secondary.
6. Also with regard to oowv I am inclined to take a different view.
Since Greek and Armenian (atamn) alone have a vowel preceding the d,
a laryngeal is more probable. Because of EOWetc. it must be HI> so Aeolic
EOOVTES
must be the ancient form and oowv must have its 0- from assimilation. The alternative etymology proposed by BENVENISTE,BSL
32 (1931) n£., who derives the word from the root *den- in oaKVW, is
impossible as this form has no ' prothetic vowel', i.e. no initial laryngeal.
Nwoos 'teethless' cannot represent *1J-HId-, so it must be secondary.
Its formation is also remarkable.
7. When vwvvfL(v)oS is secondary for *V7]VVfL(V)OS,it cannot entirely
be excluded that fLwvv~ is secondary for *fL7]VV~ < *Sltt-Hlnogh-.
There
would be no reason to consider this possibility but for Arm. elungn,
which has been explained as *HInogh- with secondary -n, anticipation
of this same n and dissimilation n - n ) 1- n. The problem is that about
the timbre of the prothetic vowel in Armenian nothing sure can be
said; see Development
87£. The present word, eluzanem - tAEvaOfLUt
and inn - EVVEU might point to He ) e-. The contradicting forms are
explained, e.g. by WINTER, Evid. 203, as due to umlaut of a and u
(anum, atamn, orcam
*orucam - EPEVYOfLUt).But in eluzanem and elungn
we have exactly the same conditions. It remains a vexed problem when e
and when a (or 0) arose as prothetic vowels in Armenian. There are
no sure indications for HI ) e elsewhere in Armenian. On the contrary,
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, name' and that for' I, me " which I leave out of discussion, it is based on AB $iim, sit' and B ikii1p 'twenty'.
The first is considered an enlargement of the root
*8S- in Skt. iiste; it would be *lJ1es- and the Tocharian form would have its palatalisation from lJ1s-. If, however, *sed- is also an extension of this root, it cannot
have been * H1sed-, since Gr. ;00, etc. have no prothetic vowel. (If this hypothesis
is right, then *8S- is a root of the structure VC- without initial laryngeal. Le. not
CVC-.) B ikii1p would have w palatalised from lJ1'ff-. If indeed we would expect
palatalisation of w parallel to that of n, it is refuted by A wiiP- B wiiP- 'to weave "
which represent *lJ1'ffebh- as is shown by Myc. ewepesesomena
[ewepsesomena]
, that must be woven' (Development
67). Also, in B lanktse ' light (= not heavy) ,
we do not find ly

< H11-

('Aaxv,).
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alawri' mill' « *alatrio-) must go back to *H2elH1-trioas appears from
Gr. dAhpws. Elungn, moreover, has also been explained as a compound,
in which -ung- represents *-(H)ongh-.
Lastly, since /M'iJVVg is entirely
isolated, remodelling (from *fLTJvvg) is not probable; *fLTJvvg would rather
have been given up entirely. So the most probable reconstruction for
fLwvvg is *srp,-H anogh-.
University
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